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ABSTRACT
Personalized recommendation aims to provide appropriate items ac-
cording to user preferences mainly from their behaviors. Excessive
homogeneous user behaviors on similar items will lead to fatigue,
which may decrease user activeness and degrade user experience.
However, existing models seldom consider user fatigue in recom-
mender systems. In this work, we propose a novel multi-granularity
fatigue, modeling user fatigue from coarse to fine. Specifically, we
focus on the recommendation feed scenario, where the underex-
plored global session fatigue and coarse-grained taxonomy fatigue
have large impacts. We conduct extensive analyses to demonstrate
the characteristics and influence of different types of fatigues in
real-world recommender systems. In experiments, we verify the
effectiveness of multi-granularity fatigue in both offline and online
evaluations. Currently, the fatigue-enhanced model has also been
deployed on a widely-used recommendation system of WeChat.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Recommender systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Personalized recommendation focuses on providing items to users
according to their interests mainly from users’ historical behaviors
[21, 29]. Lots of works have explored learning the positive feedback
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from user behaviors [7, 19], while most of them ignore the implicit,
negative yet essential factor, i.e., fatigue, of users in practice. Fa-
tigue is a ubiquitous phenomenon that indicates that users will
gradually get tired and bored with repeatedly impressed factors in a
session. In practice, users interact with recommendation systems
via their behaviors (e.g., click, read, refresh, browse). These behav-
iors will lead to certain time and operation costs, which inevitably
bring in fatigue that decreases user activeness. In general, larger
fatigue has more negative impacts on recommendation. Hence, it is
essential to precisely model fatigue for a better recommendation.

There are very few works that have explored the influence of
fatigue. Moreover, most pioneer worksmainly concentrate on the fa-
tigue of repeatedly impressed items in display ad/news systems [12].
In Fig. 1, we propose a novel notion multi-granularity fatigue,
which reflects user fatigue on three levels in recommendation:

Fine-grained 
item fatigue

Coarse-grained 
taxonomy fatigue

Global session 
fatigue

Be tired of the 
same item [salad]

Be tired of items 
with the same 

category [food]

Be tired of the 
[Rec System] after 
a period of usage

Figure 1: Multi-granularity fatigue in recommendation.

(1) Fine-grained item fatigue. This fatigue reflects a straight-
forward phenomenon that users will lose interest in repeatedly
impressed items [12]. The number of the target item clicked before
is a classical item fatigue feature. The item fatigue widely functions
in display ad/news recommender systems, where the number of
overall item candidates is relatively small and items are likely to be
repeatedly recommended. However, item fatigue may not function
well in other scenarios such as article feeds, since most impressed
items are de-duplicated in these scenarios as a hard constraint.

(2)Coarse-grained taxonomy fatigue. The taxonomy fatigue,
viewed as a generalized item fatigue, focuses on the duplications of
item taxonomies (e.g., category). Users have intrinsic preferences on
specific taxonomies (e.g., food), and repeatedly reading items having
the same taxonomy does imply strong interests. However, too many
homogeneous items in a session also harm the performance, since
the information gain will gradually decrease and users will get tired
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of similar contents eventually. Generally, the coarser the taxonomy,
the lower the effect of its taxonomy fatigue on users.

(3) Global session fatigue.We first propose a novel global ses-
sion fatigue to measure the user fatigue on the whole recommender
system. Users will click different items under different global fa-
tigue. For example, a user may be willing to spend time on in-depth
articles at the beginning of a session, while tend to read more easy
contents at the end due to the global session fatigue. Considering
such global fatigue helps to improve user experience in practice.

In this work, we aim to analyze the impact of multi-granularity
fatigue on recommendation, so as to use it to improve the online
performance. Most existing efforts focus on item fatigue in those
systems where items are usually repeatedly impressed and clicked
by users [12]. In contrast, we conduct explorations on the general
recommendation feed scenario, paying more attention to the coarse-
grained taxonomy fatigue and the global session fatigue. We first
conduct comprehensive analyses on the existence, characteristics,
and impacts of different types of fatigues. Next, based on these find-
ings, we design a straightforward yet effective framework to jointly
consider the multi-granularity fatigue in recommendation. The sig-
nificant offline and online improvements verify the effectiveness.
Our contributions of this work are concluded as follows:

• We are the first to systematically propose, analyze, and utilize
the multi-granularity fatigue in recommendation feed.

• We creatively propose the coarse-grained taxonomy fatigue
and the global session fatigue in recommendation feed, which
considers more generalized user fatigue in practice.

• Extensive analyses and evaluations are conducted for deeper
understandings on user fatigue. The fatigue-enhanced model
has been deployed on WeChat Top Stories.

2 METHODOLOGY AND ANALYSES
2.1 Motivation of Fatigue Modeling
The central objective of recommendation is user preference learning.
Many researchers have devoted themselves to learning what users
may like from positive factors such as historical clicks. However, we
argue that understanding what users dislike from negative factors
(e.g., fatigue) is also essential for improving user experience.

The fatigue of user is an informative but under-explored neg-
ative factor, which reflects the negative impacts of repeatedly im-
pressed factors in a session. We suggest that these repeated fac-
tors should include items, taxonomies, and even the overall rec-
ommender system from fine to coarse. The essence of user fatigue
comes from the mismatching between the information gain brought
by the repeated factors and the users’ costs. Through model anal-
yses, we discover that users’ activeness and preferences will drift
with the float of multi-granularity fatigues. Hence, it will be benefi-
cial if we could successfully capture fatigue features. In this work,
we conduct analyses and deployment on a widely-used article feed,
where item fatigue is roughly considered as a hard constraint by
item de-duplication. The following explorations mainly focus on
the global session fatigue and the coarse-grained taxonomy fatigue.

2.2 Global Session Fatigue
We first discuss the novel notion of global session fatigue, which
aims to measure user’s fatigue on the whole recommender system.

Precisely, we investigate four user behaviors that may cause the
global session fatigue, including click, read, impression, and refresh.

2.2.1 Global Fatigue on Click and Read. Both clicks and dwell time
reflect high time costs users have already spent in a session, which
have direct connections to the global session fatigue. In Fig. 2, we
display the overall CTR trends with different clicked item numbers
and dwell time in a session. We find that: (1) generally, more clicked
items and more dwell time often result in lower CTR, which verifies
the existence of global fatigue. (2) CTR first slightly increases at
the beginning of a session (e.g., from 1 to 3 clicks). It implies that
users begin to enter a focused reading state after a few “warm-up”
clicks and reads. Next, CTR drops dramatically as more items are
clicked/read, which indicates the global session fatigue starts to
take control. Note that we only analyze on user instances having
enough long sessions, since the fatiguemainly functions when users
have clicked several items. Ensuring the consistency of analyzed
users could also avoid user group bias (dominated by light users
having low CTR, lowing CTR in short sessions). Inspired by this,
we define two novel effective features for global session fatigue,
namely the numbers of clicked items (session click) and the dwell
time of clicked items (session dwell time) in the current session.

点击数 曝光 点击 点击率 阅读时长曝光 点击 点击率
0 819785 405510 0.494654 0 157310 54644 0.347365
1 349232 116306 0.333034 1 20790 4874 0.23444
2 447295 155809 0.348336 2 21030 5036 0.239467
3 486236 167453 0.344386 3 19551 4753 0.243108
4 500099 159320 0.318577 4 20597 5149 0.249988
5 529779 153520 0.289781 5 20518 5088 0.247977
6 578236 158589 0.274263 6 20345 4860 0.238879
7 641375 165333 0.257779 7 21111 5288 0.250486
8 697554 165701 0.237546 8 21671 5296 0.244382
9 753295 156538 0.207804 9 22219 5170 0.232684

10 864488 154707 0.178958 10 22862 5295 0.231607
11 23316 5344 0.229199
12 23863 5259 0.220383
13 24695 5385 0.21806
14 26125 5617 0.215005
15 28132 5772 0.205176
16 32332 6251 0.193338
17 33521 6211 0.185287
18 37534 6260 0.166782
19 41714 6492 0.155631
20 202354 24075 0.118975

0 157310 54644 0.347365
2 41820 9910 0.236968
4 40148 9902 0.2466374
6 40863 9948 0.2434476
8 42782 10584 0.2473938

10 45081 10465 0.2321377
12 47179 10603 0.2247398
14 50820 11002 0.2164896
16 60464 12023 0.1988456
18 71055 12471 0.1755119
20 244068 30567 0.1252397
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Figure 2: CTR trendswith different (a) clicked itemnumbers
and (b) dwell time users spend on clicked items in a session.

2.2.2 Global Fatigue on Impression and Refresh. Click and dwell
time are high-cost feedbacks that are highly related to global fatigue.
We suggest that other user behaviors with lower costs may also gen-
erate global fatigue, such as impression and refresh. An impression
behavior indicates an item is exposed (but not necessarily clicked)
to a user in the feed. Refresh happens when a user wants to receive
new recommendation results. In some feeds, refresh is usually trig-
gered by sliding down at the end of the last recommended list (e.g.,
each refresh will get 11 recommended items in our system).

Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the CTR and dwell time trends with impres-
sion and refresh behaviors. We have: (1) in general, the CTR and
dwell time per click will decrease when more refresh behaviors are
conducted and more items are impressed to users, which indicates
that too many historical impressions and refresh behaviors (though
having lower costs) also lead to global session fatigue. (2) Compar-
ing Fig. 3 with Fig. 4, we find that instead of smoothly monotonic
decreasing, the CTR and dwell time trends on impressions go up and
down periodically. The results will suddenly rise right after each
refresh, and then gradually fall inside each recommended list until
the next refresh. It is because that the refresh behavior often implies
high activeness of users in receiving more recommendations, which
acts as short-term adrenaline against user fatigue. Inspired by this,
we also consider the numbers of historical refresh and impression
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behaviors in the current session to model global fatigue. We name
these two features as session impression and session refresh.

绝对位置 ctr 位置 avg_read_time
1 0.30153509 1 192.990941
2 0.28797212 2 213.695441
3 0.28183863 3 186.469906
4 0.26970773 4 191.762922
5 0.25269051 5 185.853171
6 0.18857802 6 193.593266
7 0.1980049 7 189.07049
8 0.17879253 8 192.684798
9 0.16624526 9 188.997934

10 0.15695311 10 188.947078
11 0.14923228 11 183.605423
12 0.18234002 12 158.750065
13 0.244431 13 161.821657
14 0.17654806 14 178.472424
15 0.18160164 15 169.235091
16 0.1451097 16 177.998516
17 0.12635676 17 161.841668
18 0.12591369 18 176.790804
19 0.11935256 19 177.101848
20 0.11137332 20 178.135973
21 0.11140827 21 172.344033
22 0.1054446 22 176.723256
23 0.16172502 23 147.931544
24 0.1919939 24 156.86763
25 0.14057243 25 168.284697
26 0.14640015 26 160.985492
27 0.1165625 27 166.519047
28 0.10417627 28 157.451216
29 0.10129827 29 165.734623
30 0.09646502 30 164.915439
31 0.09089802 31 167.73709
32 0.08844753 32 163.513804
33 0.08553026 33 163.603535
34 0.11941052 34 140.2827
35 0.15809032 35 152.98358
36 0.11614127 36 164.884767
37 0.1203409 37 154.972929
38 0.09523588 38 164.111856
39 0.08706764 39 154.625938
40 0.08425197 40 165.366025
41 0.08287201 41 159.042278
42 0.07457 42 163.302607
43 0.07424355 43 160.020701
44 0.07103329 44 159.898069
45 0.09949569 45 152.678486
46 0.13330007 46 144.971345
47 0.1003332 47 158.119638
48 0.10127574 48 146.19707
49 0.08298439 49 164.314009
50 0.07540621 50 151.132826
51 0.07570561 51 157.586831
52 0.07191824 52 153.091538
53 0.06460398 53 158.499803
54 0.06444941 54 159.387421
55 0.06257041 55 149.193685
56 0.08834781 56 150.017019
57 0.11672616 57 153.457122
58 0.0896371 58 152.684114
59 0.08828864 59 155.017204
60 0.07417611 60 156.03347
61 0.06892526 61 144.121607
62 0.06759687 62 149.833047
63 0.06402013 63 159.104375
64 0.05802455 64 149.796046
65 0.05811679 65 151.466954
66 0.0567667 66 157.620706
67 0.07970092 67 127.017124
68 0.10745287 68 143.095703
69 0.08149043 69 155.70891
70 0.08034753 70 148.267978
71 0.06890984 71 153.724536
72 0.06185187 72 142.699516
73 0.06074482 73 151.595908
74 0.05943035 74 153.016955
75 0.05318581 75 155.623811
76 0.05364516 76 155.255619
77 0.05233169 77 147.908666
78 0.07080453 78 144.829549
79 0.0972226 79 141.915616
80 0.07481683 80 145.634604
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Figure 3: The (a) CTR and (b) dwell time per click trendswith
impressed item numbers (i.e., item positions) in a session.

第几刷 篇均阅读时长 第几刷 点击率
0 189.865938 0 0.21361047
1 171.971872 1 0.1493943
2 163.265046 2 0.12024658
3 159.291559 3 0.09868904
4 153.204469 4 0.08483412
5 152.830428 5 0.07532729
6 149.85869 6 0.0686929
7 146.345725 7 0.06283601
8 145.514943 8 0.05832749
9 146.619864 9 0.05465958

10 141.378288 10 0.05117572
11 137.507266 11 0.0491692
12 134.862697 12 0.0466076
13 138.203523 13 0.04458413
14 137.066708 14 0.04252892
15 134.666639 15 0.0413217
16 129.150929 16 0.04000526
17 132.715113 17 0.0390389
18 130.271299 18 0.0373047
19 135.503239 19 0.03731528
20 124.642442 20 0.03637949
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Figure 4: The (a) CTR and (b) dwell time per click trendswith
different historical refresh behavior numbers in a session.

2.3 Coarse-grained Taxonomy Fatigue
We further analyze the coarse-grained taxonomy fatigue focusing
on duplication at the taxonomy level. The taxonomy could be any
type of item attribute, including item producer, category, and tag.
Specifically, for a target itemwith a category 𝑐 , we count the number
of historical clicked items having the same category 𝑐 in the session,
regarding the number as a coarse-grained taxonomy fatigue feature.

In Fig. 5, we find that: (1) CTR is lower with more same-category
clicks, which confirms the existence of taxonomy fatigue. We ana-
lyze three instance groups with 3/5/7 overall same-category click
lengths and find the conclusion is consistent, which confirms the
universality of taxonomy fatigue with different activeness. (2) We
also draw another CTR trend (orange) on other categories as a
control group. If a same-category item is counted in position 2 of
the blue trend, its adjacent items with other categories are also
counted in position 2 to form the orange trend, alleviating posi-
tion bias. We observe that the same-category CTR decreases more
rapidly than other-category CTR (especially at the end). Although
the same-category clicks usually imply very strong interests of
users, too many same-category clicks will eventually bring in tax-
onomy fatigue. Hence, we propose three taxonomy fatigue features,
recording the numbers of clicked items having the same taxonomies
(i.e., item producer, category, tag) of the current item in the session.

2.4 Multi-granularity Fatigue Encoding
The proposed multi-granularity fatigues can be easily used as fea-
ture fields in most recommendation models (e.g., [8], [18]). More-
over, we also conduct a fatigue-aware enhanced version of a clas-
sical sequential model DIN [29]. Specifically, we concatenate the

相同catgegory点击次数 曝光数 点击数 点击率 相对下降
0 16025 8359 0.521622
1 15311 7589 0.495657 0.950221185
2 16177 7466 0.461519 0.93112718
3 17129 7282 0.425127 0.921146414
4 18586 7142 0.384268 0.903889303
5 19508 5810 0.297827 0.775049559
6 21334 3473 0.162792 0.546599345

相同catgegory点击次数((相邻位置曝光数 点击数 点击率
0 16156 5149 0.318705
1 15179 4576 0.301469 0.945918692
2 15532 4337 0.27923 0.92623073
3 16232 4193 0.258317 0.925104488
4 17525 4083 0.232981 0.901921053
5 18500 3502 0.189297 0.81249942
6 19003 2905 0.152871 0.807568842

相同catgegory点击次数 曝光数 点击数 点击率
0 474051 204789 0.431998
1 524192 169884 0.324087 0.750205996
2 592794 67251 0.113448 0.350052239

相同catgegory点击次数((相邻位置曝光数 点击数 点击率
0 570447 139543 0.24462
1 610358 119128 0.195177 0.797877935
2 641669 95635 0.149041 0.763618765

相同catgegory点击次数 曝光数 点击数 点击率
0 59631 29672 0.497594
1 61950 27897 0.450315 0.904985172
2 68134 27234 0.399712 0.88762874
3 73791 22830 0.309387 0.774024966
4 81646 11365 0.139198 0.449916594

相同catgegory点击次数((相邻位置曝光数 点击数 点击率
0 65594 19374 0.295362
1 66223 17735 0.267807 0.906707402
2 70978 16894 0.238017 0.888763869
3 75577 14898 0.197123 0.828189248
4 78179 11673 0.149311 0.757450147
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Figure 5: The CTR trends with different numbers of clicked
items having the same/other category. We show CTR trends
of users having 3/5/7 total same-category clicked items from
left to right separately to avoid the user group bias.

multi-granularity fatigue features𝒇𝑘,𝑗 (containing the above 4 global
and 3 taxonomy fatigue features) of the k-th user 𝑢𝑘 on the j-th
target item 𝑑 𝑗 to 𝒅 𝑗 as the query in the attention as:

𝒖𝑘,𝑗 =
𝑛∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑤𝑖𝒃𝑘,𝑖 =
𝑛∑︁
𝑖=1

ATT(𝒅 𝑗 | |𝒇𝑘,𝑗 , 𝒃𝑘,𝑖 ). (1)

𝒖𝑘,𝑗 is the fatigue-enhanced user representation. 𝒃𝑘,𝑖 is the i-th
behavior embedding of 𝑢𝑘 viewed as the value, while 𝒅 𝑗 | |𝒇𝑘,𝑗 is the
query and | | is concatenation. ATT(·) is the same attention in [29].

3 EXPERIMENTS
3.1 Deployment and Experimental Settings
Wedeploy ourmulti-granularity fatigue on awidely-used article rec-
ommendation feed in WeChat Top Stories. The offline dataset con-
tains nearly 18.5𝑀 users and 5.2𝑀 items with 179𝑀/180𝑀 train/test
instances. We add the fatigue features as both additional feature
fields in the feature interaction module and in the DIN-based se-
quential modeling module as Sec. 2.4. We have 7 fatigue features in
total 48 feature fields. The field dimension is 16 following online.
All data are preprocessed via data masking for users’ privacy.

3.2 Offline Evaluation
To verify the effectiveness and universality of our multi-granularity
fatigue, we deploy the fatigue features on three classical base mod-
els: (1) DeepFM [8], which conducts neural FM and DNN in parallel.
(2) AutoInt [18], which adopts self-attention for feature interaction.
And (3) DFN [22], which jointly considers Wide, FM, and DNN
components after a sequential modeling. The deployed online base
model is similar to DFN with its deep feedback interaction module
replaced by DIN (note as DFN*). All baselines share the same set-
tings and features (except the fatigue features). We use the classical
AUC and RelaImpr for evaluation as [8, 18, 22].

From Table 1 we can observe that: All fatigue-enhanced models
have significant improvements over their original base models, with
the significance level 𝑝 < 0.01. Considering the huge number of
test instances (180𝑀), the improvements are impressive (compared
with the ±0.0002 deviation of models’ multiple runs). It verifies
the effectiveness and universality of our multi-granularity fatigue
on various base models. The improvements may derive from the
more accurate modeling ability on users’ preference drifting with
different global session and coarse-grained taxonomy fatigues.
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Model AUC RelaImpr

DeepFM 0.7739 0.00%
DeepFM (+fatigue features) 0.7779 1.46%

AutoInt 0.7761 0.00%
AutoInt (+fatigue features) 0.7795 1.23%

DFN* 0.7793 0.00%
DFN* (+fatigue features & encoder) 0.7835 1.50%

Table 1: Offline evaluation on different base models. All im-
provements are significant (𝑝 < 0.01 with paired t-tests).

3.3 Online Evaluation
We further conduct an online A/B test to verify the effectiveness of
multi-granularity fatigue in real-world scenarios. The only differ-
ence is the usage of our fatigue features. We mainly focus on four
online metrics: (a) CTR, (b) average click numbers per user (ACN),
(c) dwell time (DT), and (d) average refresh number per user (ARN).
We conduct the A/B test for 7 days, affecting nearly 5 million users.

Model CTR ACN DT ARN

+fatigue features & encoder +1.23% +1.73% +1.34% +0.59%

Table 2: Online A/B tests on a real-world recommendation
feed. The improvements are significant with 𝑝 < 0.05.

From Table 2 we can find that: (1) our fatigue-enhanced model
achieves significant improvements on all online metrics, which
indicates the effectiveness of fatigue in online scenarios. (2) The
improvements of ACN, DT, and ARN imply that users are willing
to click, read, and browse more items in our system. Considering
user fatigue could successfully improve user activeness.

3.4 Ablation Study
We also conduct an ablation study in Table 3 to show the effec-
tiveness of all components in our model. We find that: (1) both the
global session fatigue and the coarse-grained taxonomy fatigue are
essential in recommendation. (2) The fatigue-enhanced DIN can
further improve the results via our fatigue-aware attention.

Model AUC RelaImpr

DFN* (+fatigue features & encoder) 0.7835 1.50%

w/o all fatigue information 0.7793 0.00%
w/o global session fatigue 0.7809 0.57%
w/o coarse-grained taxonomy fatigue 0.7814 0.75%
w/o fatigue encoder 0.7828 1.25%

Table 3: Ablation tests on different fatigues and the encoder.
All improvements are significant with 𝑝 < 0.01.

3.5 Online Analyses
We also conduct comprehensive online analyses to better under-
stand the impacts of multi-granularity fatigue on our system. From

Fig. 6 we can find that: (1) our fatigue-enhanced model does achieve
consistent CTR and dwell time improvements (2% − 6% relative
improvements) with different numbers of refresh. The fatigue mod-
eling does benefit the recommendation. (2) We also compare the
non-overlapping item rates of each refresh between the base and
fatigue-enhanced models. An item is viewed as overlapped if it has
been recommended as a candidate in the previous refresh of this
session.With the help of fatigue, the non-overlapping rates increase
average 3.8% in the first 10 refreshes and even 8.0% in the second
10 refreshes, which indicates our (taxonomy) fatigue features can
truly generate more diverse items with more refresh behaviors.

浏览深度（刷） 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
实验组 1.313861291 1.156617012 0.933778921 0.746603544 0.623272384 0.5394903 0.479641907 0.428038456 0.390192539 0.36739227 0.355452394
对照组 1.271295948 1.10921448 0.894354839 0.7063154 0.595153258 0.514283256 0.464672279 0.418788664 0.377246794 0.358122206 0.338401311 人均有效点击次数
相对提升比例 0.033481852 0.042735226 0.044081029 0.057039878 0.047246866 0.049013931 0.032215453 0.022087016 0.034316382 0.025885197 0.050387166
刷 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 全部
实验组 314.7 419.5 471.5 500.4 517.6 528.5 536.3 541.3 545.2 547.9 559.3
对照组 305.6 406.1 456.7 485 501.7 512.5 519.4 524.7 528.4 531.3 542.8 人均累计消费时长
相对提升比例 0.029777487 0.032996799 0.032406394 0.031752577 0.031692246 0.031219512 0.032537543 0.031637126 0.031794095 0.031244118 0.030397937
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Figure 6: Online average click and overall dwell time trends.

4 RELATEDWORKS
User fatigue has been successfully verified on various tasks [14, 17],
while only several works explore using user fatigue in recommen-
dation. Ma et al. [12] observes that a user will quickly lose interest
in repeatedly recommended items. The authors mainly focus on the
item fatigue in Bing Now news recommendation (where an item is
likely to be repeatedly impressed and clicked many times), which
cannot be used in our recommendation feed (where items are di-
rectly de-duplicated). [1] conducts a soft frequency capping, adding
ads’ historical frequencies as features. [2] considers marketing and
content fatigue in generating recommendation sequences. Other
works also explore the impression discounting [11, 15, 16]. Differ-
ing from them, our fatigue model is designed for recommendation
feed with more types of fatigue. Hence, we mainly focus on the
novel global session fatigue and the taxonomy fatigue in this work.

Recently, various neural models are proposed to model feature
interactions and user behaviors [8, 18, 22, 26, 29], some of which are
used as our base model. Some sequential recommendation models
highlight the similarities between the target item and historical
behaviors in user modeling [7, 27, 29]. Consideringmulti-interest [3,
5], disentangled modeling [4, 13], multi-behavior [10, 20], diversity
[6, 9, 23, 24, 28], and information gain [25] maybe also be promising
to avoid homogenization and handle taxonomy fatigue. Different
from these models, we explicitly analyze and model different types
of user fatigue based on different behaviors and granularities.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this work, we systematically highlight, analyze, and utilize the
multi-granularity fatigue in recommendation. The proposed multi-
granularity fatigue has shown its power via extensive analyses and
offline/online evaluations. In the future, we will explore better and
customized fatigue modeling models for better user experiences.
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